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Stronger emissions targets would boost
standing at summit
Carbon limits
Mark Ludlow

If the Morrison
government embraces
the Business Council of
Australia’s proposed
stronger emission
reduction targets of 46
to 50 per cent by 2030, it
would put Australia in
the middle of the pack in
the lead-up to the
COP26 climate talks in
Glasgow.
As it stands, if federal
Energy Minister Angus
Taylor – and Prime
Minister Scott Morrison
if he decides to go –
turns up to next month’s
meeting with the current
target of 26 to 28 per
cent below 2005 levels
by 2030, it is likely to
confirm Australia as the
climate laggards that we
have been cast as by
some in the global
community.
BCA president Tim Reed said the beefed-up 2030 targets, seen as a pathway to net zero
emissions by 2050, were ‘‘pragmatic and ambitious’’.
He told The Australian Financial Review Energy and Climate Summit on Monday the revised
target was a reflection of ‘‘deep consultation’’ with its members. ‘‘It’s a significant step up from
our current commitments under the Paris Agreement,’’ he said.
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The BCA attacked Labor’s Bill Shorten when he proposed a 45 per cent target before the 2019
election.
Mr Reed said: ‘‘I’m far more interested in the business council playing a really constructive role in
our nation’s path to net zero 2050.’’
The adoption of the 46 to 50 per cent target by 2030 would put Australia in the same league as
the US (50 to 52 per cent) and Canada (40 to 45 per cent).
Investor Group on Climate Change director of policy Erwin Jackson said investors were looking
for stronger action from Australia to curb its carbon emissions and tackle global warming.
‘‘For institutional capital, the biggest concern is the big, emerging gap between the 2030 target
and what Australia’s major trading partners are committing to,’’ Mr Jackson told The Australian
Financial Review.
‘‘If the target isn’t increased significantly, global capital will go to other markets.
‘‘The last thing investors want is a disruptive journey to 2050.’’
Mr Taylor has refused to comment on whether Australia will take a stronger 2030 target to
COP26, but the Morrison government is expected to unveil updated emission figures in the next
week to show the nation is on track to ‘‘meet and beat’’ the 26 to 28 per cent commitment.
Mr Morrison and Mr Taylor are also trying to keep on board Nationals MPs who are worried
about the impact of net zero by 2050 on farms and mines.
Grattan Institute energy program director Tony Wood said the Morrison government could easily
keep its current trajectory using its existing policies to show Australia was likely to hit 30 to 32
per cent emission reductions by the end of the decade.
Another option would be to release an interim 2035 target at the COP26 summit as a stepping
stone to net zero by 2050.
But Mr Wood said the BCA’s 46 to 50 per cent reduction target might be a step too far,
describing it as based on some ‘‘heroic’’ assumptions, such as the dramatic exit of coal-fired
power from the energy grid.
‘‘What you would have to do to achieve it would be very hard. I can’t see any government
getting behind the things needed to do this,’’ he said.
This was more the case because Mr Taylor told Monday’s summit the federal government would
achieve it's emission reduction task through using it's existing policies and mechanisms.
Mr Wood said: ‘‘I wouldn’t think the government needs to go as aggressive as 46 per cent.
‘‘If they said 35 per cent by 2030 that’s something that looks like it’s on the way to net zero by
2050.’’
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